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BANACH SPACES OF LIPSCHITZ FUNCTIONS AND
VECTOR-VALUED LIPSCHITZ FUNCTIONSQX2)

BY

J. A. JOHNSON

Introduction. Given a metric space (S, d) and a Banach space £, let Lip£ (S, d)

denote the set of bounded functions/: S -> £ such that

ll/IU = sup {\\f(s)-f(t)||d~\s, t)\s,teS,s*t}

is finite. For/eLip£(S, </), let ||/||„ = sup{||/(j)|| |jeS}and

||/||= max (I/I „¡/I,).

It is routine to show that || • | is a norm for which LipB (S, d) is a Banach space.

When £ is the set of real or complex numbers, we drop the subscript and write

Lip (S, d).

We define lipB (S, d) to be the set of functions/in LipB (S, d) such that

lim   \\fi(s)-f(t)\\d-i(s,t) = 0,
d(s,t)->0

i.e., for every e>0, there exists a S>0 such that ||/(i)—/(0I^-1(J> 0<£ whenever

0<d(s, t)<8. Then lip£ (S, d) is a closed subspace of LipE (S, d). When (S, d) is

locally compact, we will have occasion to consider the space lip0; (S, d) of functions

/in lips (S, d) which vanish at infinity; i.e., for every e>0, there exists a compact

£c s such that \\fi(s) || < e for s $ K. As before, when £ is the scalar field we write

lip (S, d) and lip0 (S, d).

When 0<ce< 1 and d is a metric, d" is also a metric. It is easy to see that if

0<a<ßS 1, then Lip (S, ds)c\ip (S, d").

In [9, p. 401] it is stated that little is known about the Banach space properties of

spaces of Lipschitz functions. Since then, several papers have appeared, yielding

much information along these lines. In this paper we fill some of the remaining

gaps and extend some known results.

In §1, we show how spaces of functions satisfying a very general "Lipschitz

type" condition can be considered as Lipschitz spaces.

In §2, the weak Cauchy sequences in lip (S, d) are characterized and it is shown

that for 0<a< 1 and £^{0}, neither Lip£ (S, da) nor Iip^ (S, da) is weakly sequen-

tially complete unless S is finite. This result is then used to gain further information

about the extreme points of the dual ball of Lip iS, da).
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In §3, the relatively compact subsets of lip (S, d) are characterized when (S, d) is

compact and some other miscellaneous results concerning compactness in Lipschitz

spaces are also derived.

In §4, it is proved that whenever F is a dual space, so is LipB (S, d). Weak*

sequential convergence in LipE (S, d) is then characterized.

Definition. A metric space is called finitely compact if its closed bounded

subsets are compact.

Assume (S, d) is finitely compact and let lip0 («S", d) denote the space of functions

in lip (S, d) that vanish at infinity. In [13] it was shown that, for real-valued

functions, Lip (S, da) is isometrically isomorphic with the second dual of lip0 (S, da),

0<a<l. For the complex case, an extra hypothesis on (S, d) was required. By

using the fact that Lip (S, d) is a dual space, we are able to provide a different

proof which shows the extra hypothesis to be unnecessary.

Finally, in §5, we prove that for a wide class of metric spaces (S, d) and Banach

spaces E, LipB~ (S, da) and lip£ (S, d")" are canonically isometrically isomorphic,

where A' and A" denote the dual and second dual respectively of the Banach

space A.

The author would like to express his thanks to Professor D. R. Sherbert for his

advice in preparing this paper.

1. Before the main body of work is begun, a few remarks seem in order about

spaces more general than Lip (S, d). Fraser [10], for example, has considered

spaces of functions satisfying a modulus of continuity condition. We show in this

section that generalized Lipschitz spaces such as these are themselves Lipschitz

spaces.

Let 5 be any set and p any nonnegative function on S x S. Let L(S, p) denote the

set of bounded real or complex valued functions on S such that \f(s)—fi(t)\

^ Mp(s, t) for some A/ä0 and all (s, t)e SxS. If ||/||p denotes the smallest non-

negative constant M for which \fi(s)—f(t)\^Mp(s,t) for all (s,t)eSxS, and

¡/II«, denotes the sup-norm of/ then ||/|| is defined to be max (||/||<x>, ||/D-

Theorem 1.1. L(S, p) endowed with || • || is a Banach space.

Proof. We let Wp={(s, t) e SxS \ p(s, t)>0}, and assume Wp + 0 since, if it

were, p=0 and L(S, p) consists only of constants. Define f(s)=f(s) for s e S and

f(s, t) = (f(s)-f(t))lp(s, t) for P(s, t)>0. ThenfeB(Su Wp), the bounded func-

tions on S u Wp, and ||/||«, = ||/||. Since/^/is linear, L(S, p) is a normed space.

It is routine to show that {f\feL(S, />)} is closed in B(S u Wp) and hence that

L(S, p) is complete.   Q.E.D.

We remark that p may be assumed to be symmetric; i.e., p(s, t) = p(t, s) for all

(s, t)eSxS. This is so because p may be replaced with px where

Px(s, t) = inf (p(s, t), p(t,s)).

Then L(S, P)=L(S, Pl) and || • ||fll= || • ||„.
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Theorem 1.2. There is a pseudo-metric d on S such that L(S, d)=L(S, p) and

II • IU= II • L» dis a metric if and only ifL(S, p) separates points.

Proof. Define d(s, t) = sup {\f(s)-f(t)\ \fieL(s,P), \\f\\p-¿l}. It is easy to see

that dis a pseudo-metric and that d^p. IffeL(S, d), then \fi(s)-f(t)\ = H/H^i, t)

= \\f\\äP(s, t) for all (s, t)eSxS. Thus, fieL(S, p) and \\fi\\0ú\\fi\\d. If fie L(S, P)

then |/(5)-fi(t)\ = \\fi\\pP(s, t). Letg=//||/||fl. Then g eL(S, P) and \\g\\pï 1. Hence,

by definition of d, \g(s)-g(t)\íd(s, t), so \fi(s)-f(t)\ ¿ ]\f\\0d(s, t). Therefore,

fieL(S, d) and \\fi\\dè \\fi\\0. HenceL(S, d)=L(S, P) and || • !„= || • \\p. The definition
of d makes the second assertion in the theorem obvious.   Q.E.D.

If (S, d) is a pseudo-metric space, then s~ t o d(s, t)=0 defines an equivalence

relation on S. Let 5" denote the set of equivalence classes and define d'(s', t')

=d(s, t) where s' is the class containing s. Then d' is well-defined on S'xS' and

is a metric on S'. Furthermore, if fie L(S,d), then /' e Lip (S', d'), where f'(s')

=fi(s) and ||/'||<¡-= I/Id- The mapping/-^/' is easily seen to be linear and to

preserve multiplication. From these observations, we obtain the following

Corollary 1.3. Given any nonnegative function p on SxS, there is a metric

space (X, d) and an isometric isomorphism ofL(S, p) onto Lip (A', d).

In [19] and [20] Sherbert showed that Lip (S, d) endowed with the norm

III ' III = II ' II » + II " Il a is a Banach algebra and considered its ideal structure and

Banach algebra properties. L(S, p) under | • || « + | • || 0 = ||| ■ III 's likewise a Banach

algebra. (Note that ||| • ||| and || • || are equivalent norms.) The preceding theorems

show that there is a metric space (X, d) such that L(S, p) and Lip (A', d) are

isometrically isomorphic as Banach algebras.

Since most interesting results occur when the underlying metric space is compact,

the following theorem is useful.

Theorem 1.4. Let S be a compact topological space. Let p be nonnegative and

symmetric. Ifp(s, s) = 0for each se S and if the function r->- p(t, s) is continuous at

s for each se S, then (S, d) is compact, where d is the pseudo-metric in 1.2.

Proof. If {s¡} is a net in S such that sx^s, then p(st, s)^- p(s, s) = 0. But

d^p => d(st, s) -*■ 0. Hence the identity mapping 7: S -*■ (S, d) is continuous.

Thus, (S, d) is compact.

Corollary 1.5. If S isa compact topological space and if p is a function satisfying

the conditions of 1.4, then there is a compact metric space (X, d) such that Lip (A", d)

and L(S, p) are isometrically isomorphic as Banach spaces and Banach algebras.

Proof. This follows immediately from 1.3 and 1.4.

Thus the study of the general Banach space or Banach algebra structure of

L(S, p) is accomplished by restricting attention to Lipschitz spaces Lip (S, d).

2. In this section we characterize the weak Cauchy sequences in lip (S, d) and

prove that for 0<a< 1 neither Lip (S, da) nor lip (S, d") is weakly sequentially
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complete unless S is a finite set. As an application of this result, we obtain some

further information about the nature of the extreme points of the dual ball of

Lip iS, d").

Theorem 2.1. Let ifi) be a sequence in lip (S, d) where (5, d) is any metric space.

The following assertions are equivalent:

(a) (/„) is a weak Cauchy sequence.

(b) {¡/„¡d | n= 1, 2,...} is bounded and (/„) is a weak Cauchy sequence in BCiS),

the space of bounded continuous functions on S with || • ¡«o.

(c) ifi) is bounded and every sequence ism) in S has a subsequence ism) such that

lim,,^ Um^afiiSn) exists.

Proof, (a) => (b) because || ■ \\x S || • || and weak Cauchy sequences are bounded,

(b) => (c) is immediate from [9, IV, 12.42, p. 346]. We use this same theorem to

prove that (c) => (a). Thus, assume (c) holds. We consider the linear isometric

embedding of lip (S, d) in BCiS u W) defined by/->/where

W = {\s,t)eSxS\s / f},

f\s)=fis) for s e S, and fis, /) = (/(í)-/(/))/í/(j, t) for is, t) e W. Now, to show

(/„) is weakly Cauchy, we must show (/„) is weakly Cauchy in BCiS u W). This

will be done when we show that every sequence {\sm, tm)} in W has a subsequence

{(im,, tm)} such that lim,,-.«, limWoo /n(smf, tm) exists. If

sup {dism, tm)\m = 1,2,...}= +00,

then there is a subsequence {(ím(, tm)} such that liim-,«, dism¡, tm) = +oo. Then,

lim |/n(ím„ fB,)| S 2||/„|U Hm 1/</(*„„ tm¡) = 0,       V«.
i-» 00 i-. 00

Hence we may assume that {dism, tm)} is bounded. Then there is a subsequence

{(smt, tm)) such that lin»»-«. dismt, tm) = 8 exists. If 8 = 0, then, since/, e lip (S, d),

limi_ „/„(.?„„, /m,) = 0 for each n. We may therefore assume S>0. By (c) there is a

subsequence (sm¡k) = (sk) of (smj) such that limn^<x,limk^a,fnis'k)=L1 exists. Con-

sider the corresponding subsequence itmtl) = itk) of (rmi). Again, by (c), there is a

subsequence itk) = it") of it'k) such that lim„_„ lim,^«, /,(/") =L2 exists. Now, let

(s'k) = is") be the corresponding subsequence of isk) and consider the sequence

{is", t")}. It is a subsequence of {(jm, rm)} and lim,,^«» lim,^«, /n(s,', t") = iLy-L2)/8

exists.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.2. If iS, d) is compact and (/,) is a sequence in lip iS, d), the

following are equivalent.

(a) (/„) is a weak Cauchy sequence.

(b) (/,) is bounded and limn^œ fiis) exists for each s e S.

Proof. By [9, IV, 13.40, p. 345], (b) above is equivalent with 2.1(b) when (5, d)

is compact.   Q.E.D.
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We note that 2.2 was essentially established by Jenkins [13, Lemma 4.9]. How-

ever, his proof is quite different since it depends upon the fact that the point

evaluations span a dense subspace of lip (S, d)' when (S, d) is compact.

If £ is a subset of S and se S, let dis, K) = inf{d(s, t)\te K}. It is easy to see

that the function f(s) = d(s, K) has the property that ||/||d=l. Letting a/\b =

inf (a, b), we see that the function gis) = l A dis, K) belongs to Lip iS, d) and that

lkll = i-
Corollary 2.3. Let 0<a< 1 and K^S. Let (ft) be a sequence converging to ß

with aSß<ßnSl- Definefn(s) = dB«(s, K)a 1. Then (/,) ¿S a weak Cauchy sequence

in lip (S, da).

Proof. Since ßn>a, the above remarks and the discussion in the introduction

show that /, e lip (S, d") for each n. If 0<u<pS 1 and fe Lip (S, du), then the

norm ||/||v off in Lip (S, dv) is shown in [13, Lemma 2.4] to be not greater than

2<W"V),V||/IL where ||/||B is the norm of/in lip (S, d"). The norm ||/n|| of each/,

taken in lip (S,da) is therefore dominated by 2(S»~a>,a, since the norm of/„ in

Lip (S, d6«) is not larger than 1. Thus, \\fn\\S2(Bn-a)laS2a-a)lct. Hence (/„) is

bounded. Let (sm) be a sequence in S. If infinitely many of the sm are such that

d(sm, K) ^ 1, then we can extract a subsequence (sm) such that fn(sm) = 1 for all n

and all /. Hence we may assume that d(sm, K) S I for all m. Then there is a sub-

sequence (sm) such that lim^oo d(sm¡, K)=LS I- Then

lim lim/n(ími) = lim £"- = ZA Q.E.D.
n-+ oo i-+ oo n-» oo

Lemma 2.4. Let K be a proper, closed, nonempty subset of S and define f (s) =

d(s, K) A I. If fie lip (S, d), then d(K, S~K)>0.

Proof. If fe lip (S, d), then there is a number 8, with 0<8<1, such that

\f(s)-f(t)\jd(s, t)S% for 0<d(s, /)<8. Suppose there is a point s0e S such that

0<d(s0, K)<8. Then the set K0 = {teK\ d(s0, t)<8}^0 and d(s0, K) = d(s0, K0).

Thus, for each / £ K0, we have

1 > |/fa)-/(OI =   fi(so)   m djsq, K)
2 -      d(s0, t) d(s0, t)      d(s0, t)

Hence l^d(s0, K)linf{d(s0, t)\ t e K0} = I, a contradiction. Thus, if fe lip (S, d),

there can be no point s0 with 0<d(so, K)<8. Since K is closed, this implies that

d(K, 5~£)=8>0.    Q.E.D.

Definition. A metric space (S, d) is called uniformly discrete if there is a number

S >0 such that d(s, f)è S for all s, t e S with s+t.

Lemma 2.5. The following are equivalent:

(a) (S, d) is uniformly discrete.

(b) lip (5, d) = B(S).

(c) lip(S,d) = Lip(S, d).
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(d) For each proper, closed, nonempty subset K of S, the function s -*■ d(s, K)A 1

belongs to lip (S, d).

Proof, (a) => (b). Let 8>0 be such that d(s, i)£8 for s¥>t. IffeB(S), then

\f(s)~fi(t)\ld(s, O^II/IU/S for s^t. Thus fie Lip (S, d). For functions

fie Lip (S, d),

the condition

lim \Äs)-m\ = 0
d(s,t)->0 "(J, Í)

is vacuously satisfied, (b) => (c) and (c) => (d) are trivial. Assume (d) holds. Since

points are closed, it follows from 2.4 that (S, d) is discrete. Thus all subsets of S

are closed. Hence, from 2.4 we deduce that for any proper nonempty subset K of S,

d(K, S~K)>0. If (a) were false, then we could choose two points slt tx such that

0<d(sx, tx)<l- Since d({sx,tx}, S~{s1,t1})>0, we could choose points s2,t2

distinct from sx and tx such that 0<d(s2, t2)<%. Continuing this process, we obtain

disjoint sets [slt sa,...} and {tlt f2, • ■ •} the distance between which is zero, a

contradiction.    Q.E.D.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. We recall that a

Banach space E is called weakly sequentially complete (w.s.c.) if every weak

Cauchy sequence has a weak limit in E.

Theorem 2.6. For any metric space (S, d) and 0<a< 1, neither lip (S, da) nor

Lip (S, d") is w.s.c. unless S is a finite set.

Proof. Suppose lip (S, d") is w.s.c. Let K he a nonempty proper closed subset

of S, and let (ßn) be a sequence converging to a with a<j8n^l. Define fn(s) =

1 A dßn(s, K). By 2.3, (/„) is a weak Cauchy sequence in lip (S, da). Thus there is a

function / in lip (S, d") such that (f„) converges weakly to / In particular,

limn^o0fn(s)=f(s) for each seS. Thus, f(s) = da(s, K)a 1. But fie lip (S, da), so,

by 2.5, we have that (S, d") is uniformly discrete (say d"(s, /) = 8>0 if s^t) and

lip (S,d") = B(S). For fieB(S), we have \f(s)-f(t)\ld«(s,t) = (2IB)¡fU X s*t.
Hence ||/|(i«á(2/8)¡|/||<10. Thus, the Lipschitz norm max (|| ■ ||œ, ¡| ■ |[d°) and the

sup-norm || • || œ are equivalent. Therefore B(S) is w.s.c. But B(S) is never w.s.c.

unless S is a finite set (see [9, IV, 13.5, p. 339]). Thus, lip (S, d") is never w.s.c.

unless S is a finite set. If Lip (S, da) is w.s.c, then so is every closed subspace. In

particular, lip (5*, d") is w.s.c, so S is a finite set.   Q.E.D.

Remark. If F is a Banach space and if x e F with ||x|| = 1, then the mapping

fi^fi-x, where (f-x)(s)—f(s)x, is an isometric embedding of Lip (S, da) [resp.

lip (S, da)] in Lip£ (S, d") [resp. lip£ (S, da)]. Thus, if F^{0}, neither LipB (S, da)

nor lip£ (S, d") is w.s.c. unless S is finite.

In [6], deLeeuw characterized the extreme points of the dual ball of lip (S, da),

0<a< 1, for a special compact space (S, d). Jenkins [13] generalized this result to

arbitrary compact metric spaces, and gave an incomplete description of the
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extreme points of the dual ball of Lip (S, d"). We state these results below in 2.7

for reference.

As in the proof of 2.1, we consider Lip (S, da) as a subspace of BC(S u W) by

the linear, isometric embedding/-^ where W={(s, t) e Sx S \ s^t},f(s)=f(s)

if s eS, and f(s, t) = (fi(s)-f(t))/da(s, t) for (s, t) e W. Now, each function /

extends to an element/of C(S u ß W), where ßW is the Stone-Cech compactifica-

tion of W. Let es denote the evaluation functional f->f(s). Then we have:

Theorem 2.7 (deLeeuw-Jenkins). Let gi = {Aes \seS, |A| = 1} and

Q2 = {Xd~a(s, t)(B,-et) | 0 < d'is, t) < 2, [A| = 1}.

Then for S compact and 0<a< 1, the set of extreme points of the unit ball of

lip (S, da)' is Qy u Q2. Ifi we ßW~ W, let ew denote the element of Lip (S, da)'

defined by ejf)=f(w). Then the set of extreme points of the unit ball of'Lip (S, d")'

is Qy u Q2 u ge where g0 is some subset of{\ew \ w e ßW~ W, | A| = 1}.

The problem left open in [13, p. 44] is that of describing g0. In particular, the

question was raised as to whether g0 is empty. Theorem 2.6 provides an answer to

the latter problem.

Theorem 2.8. Let (S, d) be a compact metric space and 0 < a < 1. If S is an infinite

set, then go/ 0.

Proof. Suppose Qo=0. Let (/„) be a weak Cauchy sequence in Lip (S, da).

Then (/„) is bounded, say, ||/n|| S M for each n, and Iimn_M/B(j)=/(j) exists for

each seS. Thus, for each (s,t)eW, we have M~^limn^x \fn(s, t)\ = \f(s, t)\.

Therefore, fie Lip (S, da) and (/,) converges to/at each point of Qy u Q2. Now,

if go = 0, then (/„) is bounded and converges at each extreme point of the unit

ball of Lip(S,da)' to fe Lip (S, d"). By Rainwater's theorem [15, p. 33], this

implies that (/„) converges weakly to / But (/„) was an arbitrary weak Cauchy

sequence. Hence if g0= 0, Lip (S, d") is w.s.c, so S is finite.    Q.E.D.

3. One of the fundamental problems in a discussion of the properties of a given

Banach space is that of describing its relatively compact subsets. The basic tool in

such a description in Lipschitz spaces is the following:

Lemma 3.1. Let (S, d) be any metric space and F any bounded subset of Lip (S, d).

Denote by # the set {fe BC(S U W) \ fe F}. Then & is equicontinuous at each

point of Su W.

Proof. If \\f\\SM for each fe F, then we have \f(s)-fi(t)\ SMd(s, t), for all

fie F and s, t e S. Then F is clearly equicontinuous on S. Let es denote the

functional f-^f(s) in Lip (S, d)'. Now, since \f(s)—f(t)\ Sd(s, t) for/in the unit

ball of Lip (S, d), we have \\es — et\\Sd(s, t). Hence the mapping s -> es is con-

tinuous from (S, d) into Lip (S, d)'. Define o: W^ Lip (51, d)' by

ois, t) = d~\s, t)ies-et).
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Since i -> es is continuous and (s, t) -*■ d(s, t) is continuous, it follows that o- is

continuous. Hence, given e>0 and (s0,t0)eW, there is a neighborhood V of

(s0, t0) such that if (s, t) e V, then ||ct(í, t) — o(s0, t0)\\ <e/M. Therefore, for each

fie F and (s, t) e V, we have |/(i, t)-f(s0, t0)\ = |/|| „e/M^e.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.2. Let (S, d) be compact and F a subset of lip (S, d). The following

are equivalent :

(a) & is relatively compact.

(b) F is bounded and limd(Sii)_o \f(s)—fi(t)\\d(s, t) = 0 uniformly on F.

Proof. As usual, consider lip (S, d) embedded in C(S u W) by /->/ Since

(S, d) is compact it is clear that {(s, t) \ d(s, t) = 8>0} is compact in W for each

8 > 0 and that W is locally compact. Now it becomes apparent that the functions

/vanish at infinity on W. Letting W* = W u {o>} denote the one-point compactifica-

tion of W, we see that by defining f(u>) = 0, lip (S, d) is embedded in C(S u W*).

Since S u W* is compact, the Arzela-Ascoli theorem shows that the set ÍF is

relatively compact if and only if it is bounded and equicontinuous. By 3.1, IF is

equicontinuous on S u W and by hypothesis, ¿F is bounded. Thus, F is relatively

compact if and only if ¡F is equicontinuous at the point at infinity, w. But this is

precisely condition (b).   Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.3. If (S,d) is precompact and 0<a</J^l, then the unit ball of

Lip (S, dß) is compact in lip (S, da).

Proof. We claim it is enough to prove the result for (S, d) compact. For, if

(S, d) is precompact its completion is compact, and since the functions in

Lip (S, dy), for any y£(0, 1], are uniformly continuous on (S, d), they extend

uniquely to the completion of (S, d) in a norm preserving way. Thus, the com-

pactness of the unit ball U of Lip (S, d6) in lip (S, d") is preserved.

Hence, assume (5", d) compact. We have

^d"(sft)^ = ^dHs^ de"(S'l) - ^'^ l)       f°r all/6 U and s # '*

Hence limd(si)^0 \f(s)— f(t)\/d"(s, i) = 0 uniformly on U. Thus, U is relatively

compact. To show that U is closed in lip (S, d"), it is enough to show that it is

closed in a coarser topology, namely || ■ Ha,. If (/„) converges to/in sup-norm, then

l/l-¿I and

1 ̂  lim m-'M\ = m,-™   fors*,
n^o     d\s, t) dB(s, t)

Hence, fe U.   Q.E.D.

Remark. Since the unit ball of Lip (S, d") is compact for the topology of

Lip (S, da), it is a fortiori compact for the coarser topology of the sup-norm.

However, for (S, d) compact, this can be deduced directly from the Arzela-Ascoli

theorem because U is equicontinuous and bounded in C(S).
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We now give a result which provides the converses to the preceding remark and

3.3.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose the unit ball of Lip iS, da) is relatively compact in the

sup-norm topology for some a with Q<aS 1. Then (S, d) is precompact.

Proof. We have shown in the proof of 3.3 that the unit ball U of Lip iS, da) is

closed for the sup-norm topology. Thus i/is compact in the space BCiS) of bounded

continuous functions on S. Let £>0. From [9, IV.6.5, p. 266] we can find a cover

Sy,...,SnofS and points s¡ e S, such that |/(s) -/(jy)| < e for every fe U, se S¡,

and/= 1,...,«. Now, given se S, there is aj such that j e St. If/(/) = <£"(/, s¡)A 1,

then fe U and £> |/(j)-/(jy)| = |/(j)| =d"is, s¡) (taking e< 1). Thus (5, d"), and

hence iS, d), is precompact.   Q.E.D.

We now sum up the previous results in the following

Theorem 3.5. Let iS, d) be any metric space. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) iS, d) is precompact.

(b) The unit ball of Lip iS, d"), 0<a^ 1, is compact for the sup-norm topology.

(c) The unit ball of Lip (5, d") is compact in lip (5, da)for 0<a<ßS 1.

The weakly relatively compact subsets of lip (5, d") do not have as elegant a

characterization as the relatively compact sets. However, 3.1 does provide one,

which we give below. For the definition of quasi-equicontinuity and quasi-uniform

convergence, see [9].

Theorem 3.6. Let iS, d) be compact and let F be a subset of lip iS, d). Denote by

# the set of functions f in C(5u W*)for which fe Fisee the proof of 3.2). Then

the following are equivalent:

(a) F is weakly relatively compact.

(b) F is bounded and # is quasi-equicontinuous at infinity on W.

(c) F is bounded and given any net {(s,, /¡)}i6/ in W such that limie/ c/(s¡, r¡) = 0,

any e > 0, and any i0 e I, there exist ix,...,ikel such that i, =ï /0 for each j and such

that

'*1}Bjigiß--l-i.-.'}<'Mf*

Proof. From 3.1 and [9, IV,6.14(3), p. 269] it is obvious that (a) and (b) are

equivalent. Since the sets {is, t) | dis, /) = £} f°rm an exhaustive family of compact

subsets of W, it is clear that a net {(s¡, t)} converges to the point at infinity in W*

if and only if dish t) -*■ 0. Now (c) is simply the definition of the quasi-equi-

continuity of # at infinity on W.   Q.E.D.

4. There have been several papers establishing the fact that certain spaces of

Lipschitz functions are dual spaces; i.e., they are isometrically isomorphic with the

dual of some Banach space. The first result along these lines appears to have been

that of Arens and Eells [1] which appeared in 1956. They established the fact that
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the set of real valued functions / on any metric space (S, d) that vanish at a fixed

point and satisfy |/||(i<oo is a dual space when endowed with the norm || - |[ce-

In 1958, Kantorovic and Rubenstein [14] proved that for compact (S, d), Lip (S, d)

is a dual space.

In 1961, de Leeuw [6], proved that the space of periodic functions in Lip (S, da)

of period 1 is isometrically isomorphic with the second dual of the space of func-

tions in lip (S, da) of period 1, where (S, d) in the real line with the usual metric

and 0<a< 1. Then, in 1967, T. M. Jenkins [13] generalized de Leeuw's result as

follows : Let (S, d) he finitely compact (see introduction). Then (S, d) is locally

compact and we can consider the space lip0 (S, d"). In the case of real-valued

functions, Lip (S, d") is isometrically isomorphic with lip0 (S, d")". In the case of

complex-valued functions, the proof would not carry through without an additional

hypothesis on the metric space.

In this section we give a different proof of Jenkins' result which shows this extra

hypothesis to be unnecessary. We also show that for any metric space (S, d),

Lip£ (S, d) is a dual space whenever E is.

We will use the following notation: If F is a Banach space and E' its dual,

<x, x'> is defined to be x'(x) for each xeE,x'e E'.

Theorem 4.1. Let (S, d) be any metric space and E any Banach space. For each

xe E and se S, let x ® es be the element of the dual of LipB. (S, d) defined by

</ x (g) es> = <x,/(s)>. If'V denotes the norm closed linear span of

{x (gi es | x e E, s e S)

in LipE, (S, d)', then ir' is isometrically isomorphic with LipE. (S, d).

Proof. For each Fe LipB. (S, d)", define AF: S ^ E'by <x, AF(s))=F(x <g> es).

For s # t, and x e E we have

/    AF(s)-AF(t)\
\ '       d(s, t)      /

F(x <g)es)-F(x <g>e¡)
á IIFI

d(s, t)

= \\F\\ sup

= m wi-
Thus \\AF(s)-AF(t)\\ = \\F\\d(s, t) for all s,teS. Also,

f(s)-f(t)\
'   d(s,t)   /

(g> es — X ® eA

d(s, t)        \\

fieUpE.(S,d),\\f\\ = 1

|<x, AF(i)>| = |F(x ® «f)| ¿ ||F|| ||x ® «,||

= ||F|| suP{|<jc,/ïj)>| :feLipE.(S,d), ||/| Ú 1}

^ ||F|| ||x||,   for all x e E and s e S.

Thus, ||AF(j)|| = IF|| for all seS. Hence we have that AFe Lip£- (S, d), \\AF\\x

á|F|, and ¡AFH,,^ ||F||. It is routine to show that A is linear. Suppose

Fe LipB- (S, d)" is the image of fe LipB. (S, d) under the canonical embedding.

This means that for <p e LipE. (S, d)', </ <p> = <<p, F>. In particular,  <x,/(j)>
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— (.fix ® es> = £(x (g> es) for s e S, x e E. Thus, <x, A£(s)> = £(x (g) «») = <.*,/(■*)>

for ail x £ £ and s £ S. Hence A£=/ Now, if Lip£- (5, î/) is identified with its

image in Lip£. iS, d)" under the canonical embedding, the above shows that A

induces a projection of Lips- (5, d)" on Lip£- (S, d) which is norm decreasing.

Furthermore, A£=0 if and only if £(x <g> «s)=0 for all x £ £ and s £ S. Hence,

the null space of A is the annihilator of "V, which, in particular, implies that it is

weak* closed. It now follows from a theorem due to Dixmier [8, Théorème 18,

p. 1069] that Lip£< iS, d) is a dual space. V is clearly weak* dense in Lip£- (5, d)'

since if <x,/(i)>=0 for all s e S and x £ £ then/=0. It is now clear from Theorems

9, 11, and 16 of [8] that 'f' is isometrically isomorphic with Lip£- (S, d).

Corollary 4.2. Let iS, d) be any metric space and let V denote the closed linear

span of the point evaluations in Lip iS, d)'. Then Lip iS, d) is isometrically iso-

morphic with V.

It is interesting to note that, as a result of §1, all the spaces LiS, p) are dual

spaces. The technique used in proving 4.1 can also be applied to the space BiS) of

all bounded functions on a set S. The result obtained is that BiS) is the dual of the

closed linear span of the point evaluations in BiS)'. The same is true if the supremum

norm is replaced by the equivalent norm max (|| • |U> w(-)) where

wif) = sup {\fis)-fit)\ :s,teS},

the oscillation off on S. This is seen by taking p to be identically one in LiS, p).

Theorem 4.3. Let {/} be a bounded net in LipB. (5, d). Considering Lip£. (5", d)

as a dual space, the following are equivalent:

(a) {/} converges to zero weak*.

(b) {/¡(s)} converges to zero weak* in E' for each se S. In particular, a sequence

{/,} in L\pE. iS, d) converges weak* to zero if and only if{fiis)} converges weak* to

zero in E' for each s e S, and {/„} is bounded.

Proof. If (a) holds, then, in particular, </, x <g> es> -> 0 for each x £ £, s e S.

Thus, <x,/(s)>-^0 for each x££, s e S. Hence (b) follows. Assume that (b)

holds. Let <p e y (see 4.1) and e>0. {/} is bounded, say ||/|| S M for all /. There

exist Sy,..., ske S and Xy,..., xke E such that ||ç> — ̂|| <e/2M where

k

</" = 2 x' ® V
j = i

Since lim¡ <x;,/(Sj)> = 0 for each/ linij i/i(/) = 0. Thus, there is an i0 such that for

/^/0, \<fi(fii)\ <e/2. Hence, for /ä/0,

W(f)\ = IlK/D-ftfll + W/DI = \W-<f>\\M+el2 S s. Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.4. A bounded net in Lip (S, d) converges weak* to zero if and only

if it converges pointwise to zero. IfiiS, d) is precompact, a bounded net {f^ converge

weak* to zero ifi and only if \\fi\\ x -> 0.
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Proof. The first assertion is an obvious consequence of 4.3. Let (S, d) be pre-

compact, II/! ^ M, and suppose {/} converges weak* to zero. Let £>0. There

exist Sx, ■ ■ ■, sn e S such that min {d(s, jy) \j=l,...,n}< e/2M for each s e S. {/}

converges pointwise to zero, so there is an i0 such that i^i0 implies |/Csy)| <e/2

for each y=l,...,«. Let i^i0 and s e S.Thereisaf= 1,..., n so that d(s, sf)<e/2M.

Then

WMI   =  \Ms)-Msf)\ + \fi(Si)\   = Md(s,S,) + el2 ̂  e.

Hence if/è A» |/i|.á«.   QED-
Suppose that (S, d) is separable. Since \f(s)—f(t)\ Sd(s, t) for each /in the unit

ball of Lip (S, d), it is clear that the mapping s -» es of S into Lip (S, c/)' is con-

tinuous. Thus, V, the closed linear span of {es \ s e S}, is separable. It is well

known, that if (and only if) F is a separable Banach space, there is a metric on E'

which induces the weak* topology on each bounded subset of E' (see [9, VI. 5.1,

p. 426]). What is interesting is that, in case (S, d) is precompact, there is a norm,

namely || • \\x, on Lip (S, d) which induces the weak* topology on bounded sets(1).

From 4.4 and the Krein-Milman theorem, we know that the unit ball of

Lip (S, d) is the closed convex hull of its extreme points in the topology of point-

wise convergence. The natural problem that arises here is to characterize these

extreme points and, in case (S, d) is compact, to decide whether the unit ball of

Lip (S, d) is the closed convex hull of its extreme points in the norm topology.

When (S, d) is the unit interval and d the usual metric, Roy [16] has characterized

the extreme points and shown that their closed convex hull is indeed the entire

unit ball. The general problem appears to be much more difficult.

Before we begin the proof of our next result, we need some preliminaries.

Theorem 4.5 (de Leeuw-Jenkins). Let (S, d) be a finitely compact metric space.

Then the linear span of. the point evaluations is dense in the dual o/lip° (S, d).

The idea of the proof is to consider lip0 (S, d) embedded in the usual way in

C°(S u W), the continuous functions on S u W vanishing at infinity. Then each

element <p of lip0 (S, d)', by the Hahn-Banach theorem, is given by a measure on

S u W. One shows from this that cp can be approximated by measures on S with

compact support. To complete the proof, it is shown that the measures of compact

support on S, considered as elements of the dual of lip0 (S, d), can be approximated

by measures of finite support; i.e., functionals in the linear span of {es | s e S}.

In order to establish the fact that Lip (S, da), 0<a<l, is isometrically iso-

morphic with the bidual of lip0 (S, da), Jenkins makes use of the fact that if

fe Lip (F, d) is real-valued, T<^S, then there is a norm preserving extension of/

to an element of Lip (S, d) (see [20, Proposition 1.4]). In order for this proof to

carry over to the complex case, it is necessary to assume that the metric space S

(*) The author discovered after submitting this paper that this property is common to all

separable dual spaces.
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has the property that complex functions can likewise be extended in a norm

preserving way. This leads to the added assumption in [13] that (5, d) has the

Lipschitz four-point property, which guarantees precisely this needed hypothesis.

In Theorem 4.7, we will prove that Lip (S, d") is isometrically isomorphic with

lip0 iS, da)" for 0<a< 1 and (51, d) finitely compact, without this extra condition.

We need one further crucial observation. Although not stated explicitly in [13],

one can, by a careful examination of the proofs of Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 in that

paper, deduce the following:

Lemma 4.6. Let iS, d) be finitely compact and 0<a<l. Given a real-valued

function fe Lip (5, da), e > 0, andsy,..., sn e S, there exists a function g e lip0 iS, d")

ireal-valued) such that \\g\\ ̂ (1 +e)3||/|| and gis) = fis), /= 1,..., n.

We define the mapping of lip0 (S, d")" into Lip (S, da) in the same way as in 4.1

and denote it by A as well. Thus, for £e lip0 (5, da)" and s e S, A£(s) = £(es)

where es is the evaluation functional at s. That A££ Lip iS, da) can be seen from

the proof of 4.1.

Theorem 4.7. Let iS, d) be finitely compact and 0<a< 1. Then A is a surjective

isometric isomorphism.

Proof. Let V0 [resp. U0] denote the linear span of the point evaluations in

Lip iS, da)' [resp. lip0 iS, da)'] endowed with its respective induced dual norm.

For any finite collection sx,..., sne S, and any/= 1,..., n, there is/ e lip0 (5, d")

such that fi(s) = 8ij. Hence the set of point evaluations {es \ s e S} is a linearly

independent set in lip0 (5, da)' and, a fortiori, in Lip (S, da)'. (We use the same

symbol, es, for point evaluations in both dual spaces, since the context will make

clear which is meant.) Define J: V0 -> U0 to be the (unique) bijective linear function

such that Jies) = es. Since lip0 (S, d") is a subspace of Lip (5, d"), it is obvious that

y is norm decreasing. The adjoint, J*, of J maps U'Q into V0. By 4.5, U'0 is identical

with lip0 iS, da)". By 4.2, V0 is isometrically isomorphic with Lip (5, d"). If we

employ these two canonical identifications to consider J* as a mapping from

lip0 iS, da)° into Lip iS, d"), we see that/* = A. Now, let <p = 2?=i A^, £ U0 where

the Aj's are real or complex numbers and sx,..., sn are distinct. Given/e Lip iS, d")

real valued and e>0, choose g e lip0 (S, d") as in 4.6. Then

|/-W)I = S vw = 2 xiS(s)= W(g)\ s \W\\ \\g\\ S ||<p||(1+E)3

Since £> 0 was arbitrary, wehave|7"V(/)l = Ml 11/11 for all <pe U0 and feLip iS, da)

real valued. Thus, in case we restrict ourselves to real scalars, we have J and J'1

both norm decreasing. Therefore, / is an isometry and hence, so is A=J*.

Now, suppose fe Lip iS, d") is arbitrary. Then f=fx + ifi where / is real valued

ij= 1, 2) and, since

ll/ll = ll/IU = l/i + '/aiU ̂ rnax(||./i|L, ll/a||-) = maxfll/J, ||/2||),
/ £ Lip (S, d«),      ;=1,2.
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Furthermore, we have

l^"V(/)l = |/-Wi)+tf-Wa)l = |./-V(/i)l + l»/-V(/2)l
= 2||9>|| I/I    for all/6 Lip (S, da) and 9 e U0.

Thus, J is an isomorphism and therefore so is A.

To show that A is an isometry, we consider lip0 (S, da) canonically embedded in

the space of continuous functions on S u W, vanishing at infinity and let Sx and

S2 denote respectively the subsets

{Xe, \seS,\X\ = 1}   and   {X(es-et)/da(s, t)\s * t, |A| = 1}

of lip0 (S, da)'. By the above embedding and by [9, V. 8.6, p. 441], it follows that

S = S x u S 2 is a subset of the unit ball ^ of lip0 (S, da)' containing the extreme

points. (We note that the proof of 2.7 gives the extreme points exactly; but this is

unnecessary here.) But for each Fe lip0 (S, d")", ||F||=sup{|F(«p)| \cpeaU} and

||AF||=sup{|F(<p)| I cpeS). Now, by 4.5, we have that lip0 (S, da)' is separable.

Hence by [2], °U is the closed convex hull of S. Thus, |F|| = ||AF|| and A is an

isometry.    Q.E.D.

Remark. If lip0 (S, da) is considered as a Banach algebra, its bidual can be made

into a Banach algebra by Arens multiplication (see [4]). It is routine to show that

Arens multiplication coincides with the usual multiplication on Lip (S, d") via the

isomorphism A, and hence is commutative.

5. We have observed in the previous section that for finitely compact metric

spaces (S, d) (see introduction) and 0 < a < 1, Lip (S, da) is canonically isometrically

isomorphic with the bidual of lip0 (S, d"). We also observed that if F is a dual

space, so is Lip£ (S, d"). Thus, it is natural to conjecture that if F is any Banach

space, (S, d) any finitely compact metric space, and 0<a< 1, then the bidual of

lipj (S, da) is isometrically isomorphic with LipB- (S, da).

This section is devoted to an attempt to prove the above conjecture. Although

we are unable to prove the result in its full generality, we are able to establish it for

wide classes of Banach spaces F and metric spaces (S, d).

From here on we will always assume that (S, d) is finitely compact and 0 < a < 1

unless otherwise stated.

Given Fe lip0 (S, da)", define AF: S-+ E" by <x', AF(s)> = F(x' ® es), where

x' <g> es is the element of lip| (S, da)' defined by (x' <g> es)(f) = (f(s), x'>. Then it is

easily seen from the proof of 4.1 that AFe Lip£- (S, da) and that A defines a

norm-decreasing linear mapping from lip0; (S, d")" into Lip£» (S, d"). We will try

to prove that A is a surjective isometry. If we proceed along the lines of the proof

of 4.7, our first step is to prove that the linear span of {x' (g) es | x' £ E', s e S} is

dense in lip| (S, d)'. For reasons that will be clear later, we denote this linear span

by E' <g> V0.
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We embed lip! (S, d) in the space of continuous functions on 5 u W to £

vanishing at infinity in the usual way; i.e.

fis) =f(s),   seS,      fis, t) = d-°(s, t)(f(s)-f(t)),   s + t,    and   f(uf) = 0

where co is the point at infinity. Hence lip! (S, d") can be considered as a subspace

of CB(Z), where Z is a compact Hausdorff space. For any compact Hausdorff

space Z and Banach space £, the dual CE(Z)' of CE(Z) can be represented as the

space of £'-valued regular Borel measures on Z with finite variation (see [7,

Corollary 2, p. 387]). For notation and definitions concerning vector-valued

measures, see [7]. We will use CE(Z)' to denote the set of regular £'-valued Borel

measures on Z with finite variation.

Given m e CEiS*)', where S* denotes the one-point compactification of S, the

functional <pm:/-> j"/dm, fie lip! (S, d"), is an element of lip! (S, da)'. Denote by

if the set of all those <pm such that m has compact support in 5". Clearly the func-

tionals in £' (g) V0 are those which are represented by measures m with finite

support in S. Our first goal is to show that if is dense in lip! (S, d")'. The proof

given below is a modification of that given by Jenkins for the scalar-valued case.

Lemma 5.1. y is dense in lip! (S, da)'.

Proof. Given <pelip°E(S, d")', there exists meCEiZ)', where Z=(S'u W)* is

the one point compactification of S u W, such that cpif) = $fdm for each

fe lip! (S, d"). This is immediate from the Hahn-Banach theorem. Fix a point

s0 e S and let Sn = {s e S | dis, s0)Sn}. Let

Wn = {is, t)eW\s,teSn and d(s, t) è l/(n+1)}.

Then {Sn u Wn} is an increasing sequence of compact sets whose union is S u W.

For each »=1,2,... and each fe lip! (S, da) we define 9n(f)=)SnKjWnfdm. Then

\(9-Vn)(f)\=\f fdm-(        fdm\

= 1 f fdm\s\ \f\d\m\,
|Jz~(S„uW„) I Jz~(S„uWn)

where|g|(z)= ||g(z)||    for   geCE{Z)

and \m\ is the variation of m. Since |/| vanishes at infinity, the last integral is not

larger than ||/||to|/n|{(5'u If)~(5nu Wn)}. Since \m\ is countably additive and

(J"=i Sn u Wn = Su W,we get ||<p„-ç>|| -*0. We now show that <pn e if.

V«(f) =  f As) dmis)+ f   fis, t) dmis, t)

and

f   /¿/m =  f   fis)d-°is, t) dmis, t)- [   f(t)d-'is, t) dmis, t).
Jwn Jwn Jwn
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Since d"(s, t) is bounded away from zero on Wn, there are measures mx and m2 in

CE(Sn)', i.e. in CE(S*)' with support contained in Sn, such that

f   f(s)d-"(s,t)dm(s,t)= [ fidmx
Jwn Js„

and

f   fi(t)d-"(s,t)dm(s,t)=  f fdm2.
Jw„ Jsn

Thus, we get cpn(f) = $Snfd(m + mx-m2).    Q.E.D.

We next want to show that E' (g) V0 is dense in Sf. The proof given by Jenkins

for the scalar case does not apply here. In his proof, essential use was made of the

fact that the unit ball of lip (S, da) is relatively compact in C(S) when S is compact.

However, this is not the case for vector-valued functions unless the range space F

is finite dimensional. To see this, note that the mapping/—>/(■?) of CE(S) onto F

sends the unit ball of lip£ (S, d") onto that of Fand is continuous for the sup-norm

topology. Thus, the unit ball of F would have to be relatively compact, making F

finite dimensional.

However, this difficulty can be circumvented.

Lemma 5.2. E' (g) F0 is dense in if.

Proof. Let <pm e if and e>0. Let K be the support of m. K is compact, so there

exist tx,...,tneK such that (J"-i Ä^K where B,={seS\ da(s, t,)<E¡2\m\(K)}.

Let Ax = Bx and Aj = Bj~(Ji<j B¡, (l^j^n). Then (A¡) is a pairwise disjoint family

of Borel sets covering K. Since we may discard any A,- that is empty, we assume

that each A¡i= 0. Choose s,e A, for each j and define <p = 2?=i x'¡ ® es¡, where

x'i=m(A,) e E'. Let fie lip0 (S, d") with ||/|| ú I. We will show that \<p(f)-<pm(f)\ <«■

Define g=Z?=i/(fy)xF.4j where T^ is the characteristic function of A,. Given

t e K, there is a unique i so that ? e Ax. Then

!k(0-/(0|| = \\f(sd-f(t)\\ è d°(st,t) ¿ í/«(í„ tt) + d°(tu 0 < ej\m\(K),

since A^Bt. Thus ||g-/||,r = sup{||gi»-/(j)|| | jeK)<e/\m\(K). Since

g c/m =   J </(5,), m(/i;)> =   J </(i;),x;> = cp(/),
/• i = l

we have

l«pC/>-9'm(/)| ^gdm-^fidm   =   Jg-/c//n   á J|g-/|rf|m|

=  f   \g-f\d\m\ â  ||g-/||*h|(^) < e.
Jk

Since/was arbitrary in the unit ball of lip0; (S, d"), we have ||<p — <pm|| <e.    Q.E.D.
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Theorem 5.3. The vector space £' <g> V0 spanned by {x' <g> es \ x' e E',se S} is

dense in lip! (S, da)'.

The proof of 5.3 is immediate from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2.

Corollary 5.4. The canonical mapping A is one-to-one.

Proof. By definition of A, we have that A£=0 if and only if £(x' (g> es) = 0 for

all x' e £' and s e S. Thus A£=0 if and only if £ vanishes on the dense subspace

£' <g> V0 of lip! (S, da).    Q.E.D.

The vector space £' <8> V0 can be considered as a subspace of either Lip£~ (S, da)'

or lip! (S, da)'. We write £' ®L V0 [resp. £' ®, K0] to denote £' ® K0 endowed

with the norm induced by Lip£» iS, da)' [resp. lip! (S, da)']. In a manner analagous

to the proof of 4.7, we consider the "identity" mapping J: £' (g)L V0 -*■ £' ®, K0.

Since lip! (5, d") is a subspace of Lip£» (S, of"), 7 is norm-decreasing and the

adjoint /* of J maps (£' ®, V0)' into (£' <g>t K0)'. Now, by 5.3 (£' <g>, V0)'

= lip! (S, i/")"and by4.1,(£' <g)t K0)'is isometrically isomorphic with Lip£. iS,da).

When these two identifications are made, we see that 7* = A. Hence we get the

following

Theorem 5.5. A is an isometric isomorphism if and only if the norms induced on

£' <8> K0 by Lip£» iS, da)' and lip! (5, i/a)' are /Ae same.

In order to apply the techniques of 4.7 to the problem, some ability to extend

Lipschitz functions in a norm preserving way is required. Since the range of our

functions is an arbitrary Banach space, a different approach must be used. As we

will see, the theory of tensor products of Banach spaces provides a convenient set

of tools with which to attack the problem. We will soon formally recognize £' (g) V0

as a tensor product.

If £ and £ are normed spaces, we denote by £ <g) £ their (algebraic) tensor

product (see [17, Chapter III, §6] or [18]). From the norms on £ and £ there can

be constructed various norms on £ (g> £. A crossnorm on £ <g> £is a norm p such

that pix <g) y)= ||x|| \\y\\ for all x e E, y e F. We write £ (g>p £ to denote £ ® £

endowed with the norm p, and £(g)p £ to denote the completion of the normed

space £ <g)p £ In particular, we will be concerned with two special crossnorms: A,

the least crossnorm (a misnomer perpetuated in the literature), and y, the greatest

crossnorm. For their definitions, see [11] or [18]. Schatten's monograph [18]

provides a readable discussion of the elementary ideas and definitions in the theory.

We now proceed to the basic result which allows the profitable application of

tensor products to our problem. If £ and £ are normed spaces, ifiE, F) denotes

the space of continuous linear mappings from £ into £ with the usual norm.

Theorem 5.6. Let (5, d) be any metric space and E any Banach space. Then

Lipi- iS, d) and ifiE, Lip (5, d)) are isometrically isomorphic.
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Proof. Given TeSf(E, Lip (S, d)), definef=fT: S^ E'by (*) (x,f(s)} = Tx(s).

Let ||F||<„ and \\T\\d denote supu^,,S1 ||Fx||„ and supMsl \\Tx\\d respectively. Then

||F|| =  sup (17*11. V \\Tx\\d) = ||r||„ V ||F||d.
IIjcUSI

Now,

(1)

and

sup HFxIU = sup sup|7*(j)|
11*1151 IWIS1   ses

sup sup  |<x,/(i)>| = sup ||/(j)|| =
seS   Hxiisi seS

|F||d = sup ||Fx||d = sup sup [TX(SJ    ^(0i
iixiisi iwiisi s*t        a(s, i)

\(x,f(s)-fi(t)}\
(2) = sup sup

llxll-Sl   sït Ct(S, t)

sup sup
s*t Ml SI

r As)-m sup W-W»I
s#t       d(s, t)d(s, t)

= I/I-
Thus, the mapping T^fiT is an isometry of %?(E, Lip (S, d)) into Lip£- (S, d). It

is clear that, given fe Lip£. (S, d), one can define F by (*). Then equations (1) and

(2) show that TeJf(E, Lip (S, d)) and fT=f. Hence the mapping T->fiT is a

surjective isometry.    Q.E.D.

Remark. When (S, d) is compact, the mapping T~>fr takes the compact

operators with range in lip (S, d) onto lip£- (S, d). We will prove this (see 5.15)

and discuss its implications later.

By the proof of 4.7, we know that the norms induced on the linear span F0 of

the point evaluations by both lip0 (S, da)' and Lip (S, da)' are equal. Therefore the

identity mapping (es —> es) extends to an isometric isomorphism between lip0 (S, d")'

and the closed linear span V of F0 in Lip (S, d")'. The tensor product F' (gi V

[resp. £" (g) lip0 (S, da)'] can be identified (algebraically) with a subspace of

Lip£» (S, da)' [resp. lip0; (S, d")'] in a canonical way by letting (x'<g<p)(/) =

<p(x' of) where x' of is the element of Lip (S, da) [resp. lip0 (S, da)] such that

(x' ofi)(s) = (x',fi(s)} [resp. <J(s), x')].

Theorem 5.7 (Schatten [18, Theorem 3.2, p. 47]). Let E and F be Banach

spaces. Then (E (g>y F)' is isometrically isomorphic with ä?(E, F'). The isometry

makes cp e (E (g)y F)' correspond with T e Jf(E, F') such that

<p\y x, <g> y,j = 2 (yt> Txt>-

Theorem 5.8. Let (S, d) be any metric space and E any Banach space. The norm

induced on E ® V as a subspace of Lip£. (S, d) is the greatest crossnorm y.

Proof. Let E ®LV denote, as usual, E <g> V with the induced dual norm of

Lip£. (S, d). First we show that this is, in fact, a crossnorm. Let cp e V and xe E.

We must show that ||x <g <p||, defined by sup {|(x <g> <p)(f)\ | ||/|| ^ 1,/e LipE. (5, d)},
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equals ||x|| ||<p||. Letg£ Lip (5, d), \\g\\ S 1, and x' e E', \\x'\\ S I. Then the fonction

g x': s->gis)x'belongs to Lip ¡¡iS, d) and \\g-x'\\ = \\g\\ \\x'\\ S 1. Thus, ||x (g) <p||

^|(x®<p)(^x')| = |^)x'(x)| for ail g e Lip (S, ¿), x'£ £', ||g|| = l, ||x'H = l.

Therefore ||x (g ç>|| ä |x| \\<p\\. If fie Lip£. (5, d), ||/|| ^ 1, define î»/:î^ <x,/(î)>.

Then x o/e Lip (S, £?) and <p(x °/) = (x (g <p)(/). Now,

|(x (g <p)(/)| = \<pixof)\ s h\\ ||x o/ll <; ||9>|| HjcII.

Hence ||x (g <p|| = ||x|| ¡<p|| for ail x £ £ and yeV.

Consider now,  the identity  mapping I:E<g>yV- V.  This  is  norm-

decreasing since y is the greatest crossnorm. Now, the adjoint /* of / maps

(£ (gL V)' into (£ (gy £)'. Let us write

Lip£- iS, d) -> (£ <gL F)' -> (£ ®y V)'

-+ ifiE, V')-> ifiE, Lip iS, d)) UpE. (5, d)

where, except for /*, each arrow represents a canonical isometric isomorphism.

Then the composition is seen to be the identity map on Lip£- (5, d). Therefore

/* is an isometric isomorphism, and ,y is the induced dual norm.    Q.E.D.

The following is an immediate consequence of 5.5 and 5.8.

Corollary 5.9. Let iS, d) be a finitely compact metric space, 0<a< 1, and E

any Banach space. Then A is a surjective isometry ifi and only if the dual norm of

lip! (S, da) induces the greatest crossnorm y on £' (g V.

Lemma 5.10. Let (5, d) be any metric space and E any Banach space. Then the

mapping x (g)/-*-/-x of E (gA Lip (5, d) into Lip£ (S, d) is an isometry.

Proof. Let/=Zf-i/.*i-

sup
seS

t fii(s)x, sup sup
seS  Hjc'iiSI

71

2/(5)x'(x,)

=  sup    > x'ix)fi
iw'jgi || ffy

Likewise,

sup
k Ms)-fi(t)I dis, t)

= sup   sup
s*t    iwc'ilSl

= sup
llx'IISl

2 *'(*«)¡=i
Z>'(*,)/.|.

fÁs)-fi(t)
dis, t)

Now,
(n \ N

2 xi ®/i = sup 2*'(*«m
i = l /        l*'IISl||'t-< I

=   sup   max ( 2 x'ix)fi    ,  T x'ix)fi   )
1W-IIS1 \||^ oo       ^ lid/

= max 4) = 11/11 • Q.E.D.
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By [18, Lemma 2.12, p. 35], the previous lemma, in particular, implies that if

(S, d) is finitely compact, then lip! (S, d") induces on F ® lip (S, da) the least

crossnorm A. Now, E' <g lip0 (S, da)', as a subspace of (E (g>A lip0 (S, da))', can

be endowed with the dual A' of the least crossnorm A or with the larger dual norm

of lip0, (S, da). Clearly they are equal if and only if E <g) lip0 (S, da) is dense in

lip! (S, d"). Thus, we obtain the following

Theorem 5.11. The norms A' and y agree on E' (g) lip0 (S, da)' if and only if

(1) F ig) lip0 (S, da) is dense in lip£ (S, d") and (2) A is a surjective isometry.

Proof. X' = y implies that the dual norm of lipg (S, da) on F' ® lip0 (S, d")',

which, as a crossnorm, is always between A' and y, equals A'. Thus, we get (1).

Also, it equals y, so we get (2) from 5.9. Conversely if (1) holds, the dual norm of

lip! (S, d") equals A' on E' <g> lip0 (S, d")' and if (2) holds, it equals y by 5.9.

Q.E.D.
The next theorem is due to Grothendieck [12] and is found, as stated here, in

[11, Corollary 5.2, p. 110]. Although we use the term "Phillips space", we need

for our purposes to know only that every separable dual space is a Phillips space

[11, p. 108]. Thus, lip0 (S, da)' is a Phillips space. For a definition and discussion of

the approximation property, see [17, Chapter 10, §9].

Theorem 5.12 (Grothendieck). Let E and F be Banach spaces such that either

E' or F' has the approximation property and such that either E' or F' is a Phillips

space. Then E' <g>y F' = (E <gA F)'.

We are now ready to state the main result.

Theorem 5.13. Let E be a Banach space, (S, d) a finitely compact metric space,

and 0 < a < 1. If either E' or lip0 (iS*, d")' has the approximation property, then A is a

surjective isometry.

Proof. Since lip0 (S, d")' is a Phillips space, and either E' or lip0 (S, da)' has

the approximation property, X' = y on E' ® lip0 (S, d")' by 5.12. The result now

follows from 5.11.   Q.E.D.

Although it is an open question whether every Banach space has the approxima-

tion property, most of the standard ones do; e.g. abstract L and M spaces, V-

spaces, and spaces having a Schauder basis (see [17, Chapter 10, §9]). However,

it does not appear to be known in general whether the Lipschitz spaces have the

approximation property. If, for a finitely compact metric space and 0<a< 1, one

could prove that Lip (S, d") has the approximation property, it would follow from

4.7 that both lip0 (S,da) and its dual do (see [17, Remark, p. 113]). This would

establish our initial conjecture in its full generality.

Suppose (S, d) is the unit interval with the usual metric. Ciesielski in [5] proved

that the space of functions in lip (S, da) vanishing at 0 with the norm || • \\d, has a

Schauder basis and, in fact, is isomorphic with c0. Thus, the same is true of lip (S, d")
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itself. From this, we deduce that Lip (5, d") is isomorphic with /°° and hence has

the approximation property.

Recently, it has been shown in [3] that if S is an infinite compact subset of £m

and £ is a Banach space, then lip£ (5, d"), 0<a< 1, is isomorphic with the space

c0(£) of null sequences of £. Thus, we know that if S is an infinite compact subset

of Rm, then Lip (S, da) has the approximation property. Hence A is an isometric

isomorphism. We remark that the proofs in [5] and [3] depend very heavily upon

the geometry of the underlying metric spaces and seem to offer little hope of

generalization.

To attack the problem of showing that Lipschitz spaces in general have the

approximation property, the following ideas may be useful.

Theorem 5.14. Let (S, d) be any metric space and let TeifiE, Lip (S, d)). If fi

is the element of Lip£. (S, d) corresponding to T under the canonical identification in

5.6, then the following are equivalent.

(a) £ is compact.

(b) fiiS) andfiW) = {d-\s, t)(j\s)-fit)) | s*t] are relatively compact in £'.

Proof. Consider Lip (S1, d) as embedded in £(5 u W). Then £can be considered

as an operator £ from £ into BiS u W) and £ is compact if and only if f is. But,

by [21, Theorem 2, p. 597], £ is compact if and only if/(Su W) is relatively

compact in £'. But this condition is equivalent to (b).   Q.E.D.

Remark. If iS,d) has finite diameter, the condition in 5.14(b) that/(S) be

relatively compact is superfluous. For, let r = sup {dis, t)\s, te S} be the diameter

of S and let firV) be relatively compact. This is equivalent with/(If) being pre-

compact since £' is complete. Let Z be the circled hull of/(If). Fix any t0 e S

and consider the precompact set /(r0) + rZ. For each s e S,

As) =f(t0) + dis, to)(ñSJ(~^o)) efi(to) + rZ

because 0<í/(í, t0)Sr and Z is circled. Hence/(S)<=/(r0) + rZ, so/(5) is precom-

pact.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.15. Let (5, d) be compact. Then the canonical mapping in 5.6 identifies

lipB- iS, d) with the space ¿f(£, lip (5, d)) of compact operators of E into lip iS, d).

Proof. Let £e Jf(£, lip (5, d)). Then £(£) is relatively compact in lip iS, d), where

U is the unit ball of £. Thus, by 3.2,

lim
<¡(s,¡)->0

£x(5)-£x(í)

dis, t)
= 0   uniformly for x e U.

Therefore, we have

0 =    lim   sup
<2(s,t)->0 xeU

f(s)-f(t)\
'    dis,t)   /

=   lim    l*'>-*Q
d(s,t)-o       dis, 1)
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where fe Lip£. (S, d) corresponds with F. The converse is immediately obtained

by reversing the steps of the proof.    Q.E.D.

Recall that for a scalar-valued function h and an element x e E, the function h-x

is defined by hx: s-> h(s)x. If x <g> h is identified with hx, then F' (g) Lip (S, d)

[resp. F' <g) lip (S, d)] can be identified with the subspace of finite-dimensional

mappings in if(E, Lip (S, d)) [resp. =Sf(F, lip (5, c/)] and in LipÊ< (S, d) [resp.

lip£. (5, d)]. Now, using [17, Theorem 9.5, p. 113], we obtain the following two

corollaries from 5.14 and 5.15 respectively.

Corollary 5.16. Let (S, d) be any metric space. Then the following are equivalent :

(a) Lip (S, d) has the approximation property.

(b) For each Banach space E, e>0, and fe Lip£. (S, d) satisfying condition (b)

of 5.14, there exist x[,..., x'ne E' and hx,..., hne Lip (S, d) such that ||/— g|| <e,

where g=2f=i hxx\.

Corollary 5.17. 7/(5, d) is compact, then the following are equivalent:

(a) lip (S, d) has the approximation property.

(b) For any Banach space E, e>0, andfe lip.;. (S, d), there exist x{,..., x'ne E'

and hx,..., hne lip (S, d) so that \\f— g\\ <e where g = 2?=i hiX'x.
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